What is the most effective and efficient way to manage common, day-to-day, installation support/base operating support (BOS) and expeditionary support activities?
General Hap Arnold, in preparing the after action report for World War II, highlighted the centrality of logistics and combat support for Air Force operations.

He wrote, “Modern war is a war for air bases, the bulldozer must accompany the plane,” and of course the fuel truck and warehouse and the ships and all the specifics that go with supporting a forward deployed air force.

“Air bases are a determining factor in the success of air operations. The two-legged stool of men and planes would topple over without this equally important third leg.” General of the Air Force Henry H. “Hap” Arnold
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Functional Workload Migration
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Core Responsibilities & Gained PSUs

- Program management, resourcing and reach back for installation and expeditionary support activities
  - 77 major installations and 12 MAJCOMs/DRUs
- Parent organization for several former HAF FOAs
  - AF Civil Engineer Center
  - AF Financial Services Center
  - AF Installation Contracting Agency
  - AF Security Forces Center
  - AF Services Activity
  - AFMC Financial Management Center of Expertise

AFIMSC Serves as the Single Intermediate-Level Headquarters Supporting AF-wide Installation and Expeditionary Support Activities
• 8 Aug 14: AFIMSC(P) HQ Established at Joint Base Andrews, MD

• 25 Aug 14: Provisional staff arrived at JBA

• 1 Oct 14: AFCEC, AFICA, AFFSC, AFSFC, AFPC/SV, & FM CoE realign to AFMC, attached to AFIMSC(P)

• TBD: Hiring for permanent staff in HQ and Detachments begins after basing decision
✓ Sep 14: SecAF approved basing criteria and enterprise
✓ Sep 14: Congressional notification of SecAF-approved criteria and enterprise
✓ Sep/Oct 14: Enterprise-wide look (applied criteria to enterprise)
✓ Nov 14: SecAF approved basing candidates
✓ Nov 14: Congress notified of basing candidates
• Nov/Dec 14: AFMC conducting site surveys
• Jan 15: SB-ESG and AFCS validate site survey results
• Jan 15: SecAF approves Preferred & Reasonable Alternative (P&RA) pending EIAP
• Jan 15: Congressional notification
• Jan 15: SecAF Final Decision

Basing Process Supporting AFIMSC Beddown Remains on Schedule
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Draft Organizational Structure

Lean Organization Delivering on More Than 150 Capabilities
Standup of AFIMSC Will Not Significantly Change the Manner in Which the Air Force Interacts with Small Business
Send Us Your Questions Please – Ask.AFIMSC@us.af.mil